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The mapping of the human
genome and complementary
developments have generated
thousands of targets, enough
probably to keep researchers
busy for a decade or two.
Meanwhile, high throughput
screening methods have largely
automated the process of
generating hits, of which we
also probably have more than
we can deal with. But, as these
upstream processes have been
streamlined, the bottleneck has
simply jumped forward a couple
of blocks in the project flow
chart. An estimated 90% of new
compounds fail clinical trials,
primarily because of
adsorption, distribution,
metabolism, excretion and
toxicology (ADME-Tox) issues.
With the cost of developing a
new drug variously estimated at
between $800 million and $1.5
billion, the greatest challenge
facing the pharmaceutical
industry for the rest of the
decade is to quickly and
inexpensively determine which
few of the active compounds
that have been discovered have
what it takes to make viable
drug candidates.

Fortunately, our greatly
increased understanding of

biological processes has the
potential to largely overcome
this bottleneck over the
remaining years of this decade.
Protein expression profiling is
being used to identify
biomarker patterns and the
appropriate and timely
discovery of diagnostic
biomarker patterns can
facilitate the selection of
populations for clinical trials
and drug therapeutic trials.
Biomarkers are beginning to be
used in the discovery process to
evaluate the efficacy and
toxicity of drug candidates at an
early stage. The ability to
differentiate responders from
non-responders before
expensive trials can prevent
costly failures. The ultimate
goal is the development of in
silico models that can be used
to perform virtual clinical trials
at a fraction of the cost and at a
fraction of the time of real
trials. Achieving this goal
requires combining data mining
with biological insight and vast
increases in computing power
and data storage capacity. While
there is no difficulty in
generating vast amounts of
data, the real challenge is
reducing its dimensionality so
that it can be used to make go
or no go decisions at an early
stage of the development
process.

As our understanding of
biological systems increases,
the industry will increasingly be
driven from the traditional
blockbuster drug model to a
more focused personalised
medicine approach in which
drugs are targeted at patients
with a specific genetic profile.
Increased knowledge about how
a patient’s genotype can affect
not only efficacy, but also
pharmacodynamics,
pharmacokinetics and toxicity,

is starting to be used to reduce
the high rate of clinical trial
failures. Recently developed
pharmacogenetic tests can
determine the correlation of
pharmacological function and
therapeutic response with
individual variations in whole
genome or single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) maps.

The proliferation of these
new methods has led some
industry experts to state that
we are now in the process of a
fundamental shift from high
throughput screening to high
content screening. The key
difference is that the latter
generates much larger
quantities of biological and
chemical information. Insights
from information-rich assays
can help researchers more
quickly discover effective
candidates and eliminate
flawed compounds much
earlier in the development
process. High-content assays
have the potential to determine
potency, selectivity and toxicity
of a compound in a single assay
and can be used at all stages of
the discovery and development
process, including target
identification, lead selection
and optimisation and preclinical
studies.

While the impact of these
new methods is overwhelmingly
positive, they have the
unintended side-effect of
increasing the level of
interaction between the various
elements of the platforms used
for discovery and development.
These include sample
preparation systems, liquid
handling systems, detectors,
reagents, laboratory
information management
system, data analysis software,
etc. Much more than in the
past, these elements need to
work together in perfect

harmony. If an end user cobbles
together a system from four or
five different vendors, which
one will take accountability for
the overall performance and
reliability of the system? What
happens when problems arise
and which one of the vendors
understands the functionality of
the system to support the end-
user in application development
and service?

One development that serves
as a harbinger of the future of
pharmaceutical research and
development is the rising
popularity of highly integrated
workstations that are delivered
complete including tools such
as sample preparation, liquid
handling, separation, detectors,
reagents and software. These
integrated platforms make it
possible to perform functions
such as profiling diseases using
biomarkers in order to reduce
the time and cost required for
preclinical studies. For
example, one new platform,
from PerkinElmer, combines
carrier-protein biomarker
enrichment, membrane
chromatography, mass
spectrometry and biomarker
analysis algorithms. It was
recently used to create an
Alzheimer disease model based
on six differentially expressed
peptides that discerned control
samples from Alzheimer’s
samples with 94% sensitivity
and 89% specificity. This and
similar integrated platforms
should make it possible to
eliminate poor candidate
compounds much earlier in the
process. ■
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